Abstract-In this paper we present an automatic and selforganized Reinforcement Learning (RL) based approach for Cell Outage Compensation (COC). We propose that a COC module is implemented in a distributed manner in the Enhanced Node Base station (eNB)s in the scenario and intervenes when a fault is detected and so the associated outage. The eNBs surrounding the outage zone automatically and continually adjust their downlink transmission power levels and find the optimal antenna tilt value, in order to fill the coverage and capacity gap. With the objective of controlling the intercell interference generated at the borders of the extended cells, a modified Fractional Frequency Reuse (FFR) scheme is proposed for scheduling. Among the RL methods, we select a Temporal Difference (TD) learning approach, the Actor Critic (AC), for its capability of continuously interacting with the complex wireless cellular scenario and learning from experience. Results, validated on a Release 10 Long Term Evolution (LTE) system level simulator, demonstrate that our approach outperforms state of the art resource allocation schemes in terms of number of users recovered from outage.
I. INTRODUCTION
A promising approach, which is receiving significant interest from industrial and research communities, to maximize total performance in cellular networks is to bring into them intelligence and autonomous adaptability. This is traditionally referred to as SON [1] . The main objective of SON is to reduce the costs associated with network operations, in terms of Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) and Operational Expenditure (OPEX), by diminishing human involvement, while enhancing network performance, in terms of network capacity, coverage and service quality. The main motivation behind the idea of SON is twofold. The complexity and large scale of future radio access technologies, which imposes significant operational challenges due to the multitude of tuneable parameters and the intricate dependencies among them. In addition, the advent of new heterogeneous kind of nodes like femto, pico, relays, etc., is expected to make tremendously increase the number of nodes in this new ecosystem, so that traditional network management activities based on e.g. classic manual and field trial design approaches are just not viable anymore. Similarly, manual optimization processes or fault diagnosis and cure, performed by experts are no longer efficient and need to be automatized, as this causes time intensive experiments with limited operational scope, or delayed, manual and poor handling of cell/sites failures. These problems have been approached again through SON by European projects such as Self-Optimisation and self-ConfiguRATion in wirelEss networkS (SOCRATES) [2] , and Monitoring and self-tuning of Radio Resource Management (RRM) parameters in a multisystem network (GANDALF) [3] .
3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) SON related use cases have been defined according to the phases of the life cycle of a cellular systems (planning, deployment, optimization and maintenance) into: self-configuration, selfoptimization and self-healing. Self-configuration is the process of bringing a new network element into service with minimal human operator intervention. This covers the cellular system life cycle phase related to planning and deployment. Selfoptimization consists of the set of mechanisms which optimize parameters during operation, based on measurements from the network. Self-healing focuses on the maintenance phase of a cellular network. Wireless cellular systems are prone to faults and failures, and the most critical domain for fault management is the Radio Access Network (RAN). Every base station (BS) is responsible for serving an area, with little or none redundancy. If a Network Element (NE) is not able to fulfil its responsibilities, it results in a period of degradation of performances, during which users are not receiving a proper service. This results in severe revenue loss for the operator.
In this paper, we provide a contribution in the area of selfhealing, where we further identify the areas of cell degradation diagnosis and prediction, and the COC, and we present a complete solution for COC. Self-healing has still not been deeply investigated in literature in the area of LTE. Significant work was carried out by the GANDALF consortium in the area of diagnosis and detection in troubleshooting in the context of heterogeneous RANs, like General System for Mobile Communications (GSM), General Packet Radio Service (GPRS), Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS). In this context, in [4] automated diagnosis is guaranteed through Bayesian Networks. The general problem of cell outage management is introduced in [5] , and a good overview over the problem of COC is given in [6] . COC is also targeted in [7] where fuzzy logic is proposed as the driving technique to fill a coverage gap. We consider in this paper, that the network has already been capable of detecting the degradation of the service and identifying the outage. In particular, we make the hypothesis of a sector fault, i.e. during a certain period of time a sector is not able to provide service to its users. We propose as a solution a framework for automatic COC able to compensate in approximately 500 msec the huge coverage and capacity gap generated by the fault. The solution that we provide is based on optimizing the coverage and capacity of the identified outage zone, by adjusting the gain of the antenna due to the electrical tilt and the downlink transmission power of the surrounding eNBs. To implement this approach, we propose a RL scheme to take advantage of its capability of making online decisions at each eNB, and of providing decisions adapting to the evolution of the scenario in terms of mobility of users, shadowing, etc. and of the decisions made by the surrounding nodes to solve the same problem. RL has already been proposed in the literature of self-organization as a valid solution in different contributions [8] , [9] . Among the possible RL schemes, we pick the AC approach, for its capability of learning from experience and its low computational complexity. In order to mitigate the intercell interference that the adjustment of the eNB power levels may generate in the outage zone, we underlay, to the proposed AC scheme, a scheduling algorithm inspired to the traditional FFR, where in each eNB a certain amount of frequency bandwidth is reserved for users moving around the outage zone. Neighbor eNBs exchange information on these Resource Blocks (RB) reserved for the outage zone through the X2 interface, in order to mitigate the generated interference and improve the capacity of the zone. The proposed approach is validated through system level simulations based on the Release 10 compliant platform LTE-EPC Network Simulator (LENA), available in ns3 [10] . This guarantees a standard compliant solution and the duplicability of all our results. Simulation results validate our proposal showing that it can provide improved coverage in the selected zone and the whole scenario, in comparison to other state of the art power allocation and antenna tilt adjustment solutions, at the expense of a reduction in capacity results. The outline of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides the detail of the COC proposed approach. Section III discusses basic principles of RL and of AC, and introduces technical details of our learning approach. Section IV presents the considered simulation platform and the details of the scenario. Section V discusses relevant simulation results. Finally, section VI concludes the paper.
II. CELL OUTAGE COMPENSATION (COC)
We consider a LTE cellular network composed of a set of M eNBs. The M =|M| eNBs form a regular hexagonal network layout with inter-site distance D, and provide coverage over the entire network. We denote by p m = (p We consider U User Equipment (UE)s moving around the scenario and provided with service by the |M| eNBs. We assume that a sector in the scenario is down, in particular, sector 4 in 2. This generates a deep outage zone affecting the population of users active in the geographical area. We assume that this fault is already diagnosed and that the solution provided by the self-organized network is to activate the COC module implemented in the eNBs. In particular, the surrounding eNBs automatically and continuously adjust, based on interactions with the environment carried out by a learning process, their antenna tilt and downlink transmission power levels, till the coverage gap is filled. In order to avoid intercell interference at the new cell borders when the cells extend their coverage area, eNBs negotiate over the X2 interface the scheduling criteria that they are following to allocate the new outage users. We propose a modified FFR scheme, which, at the beginning of each subframe divides each cell into two regions, and assigns a certain group of RBs to the inner region and another, orthogonal, to the outer region, at the border of the cell. The inner regions of all the cells in the scenario are covered by the same spectrum, but the outer regions are assigned orthogonal RBs to reduce the effect of intercell interference generated by the COC coverage enhancement scheme. The overall resource allocation scheme is designed taking into account the spectral efficiency and in particular, the corresponding CQI of all the users in the scenario. Moreover since the eNB antenna tilt is an important parameter for system performance, the vertical radiation pattern of a cell sector is obtained according to [11] , building an adjustable electrical tilt in the vertical plane, with the same structure as for the horizontal component, where the gain in the horizontal plane is given by
Here φ is the horizontal angle relative to the maximum gain direction, HP BW h is the half power beamwidth for the horizontal plane, SLL h is the side lobe level for the horizontal plane. Similarly, the gain in the vertical plane is given by,
All eNBs in the scenario have the same antenna model where, θ is the vertical angle relative to the maximum gain direction, θ tilt is the tilt angle, HP BW v is the vertical half power beamwidth and SLL h is the vertical side lobe level. Finally, the two gain components are added by,
where SLL 0 is an overall side lobe floor and G 0 the antenna gain.
III. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
The RL problem aims to learn from interactions to achieve a certain goal. The learner or decision maker is called agent, and it interacts continuously with the so called environment. The agent selects actions and the environment responds to those actions and evolves into new situations. In particular, the environment responds to the actions through rewards, numerical values, which the agent tries to maximize over time. One of the challenges that arise in RL and not in other kinds of learning, where in general the learner disposes of examples provided by a knowledgeable supervisor, is the trade-off between exploration and exploitation. The agent has to exploit what it already knows in order to obtain reward, but it also has to explore in order to take better actions in the future. We assume that the environment is the wireless cellular scenario, with all its realistic characteristics, in terms of mobility of users, channel variations and users' activity patterns, while the agents are the eNBs.
Let S be the set of possible states of the environment S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n }, and A be a set of possible actions A = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a q } that each agent may choose. The interactions between the multi-agent system and the environment at each time instant t consist of the following sequence.
• eNB i senses the state s
• As a result, the environment makes a transition to the new state s
• The transition to the state v generates a reward r i t = r ∈ R.
• The reward r is fed back to the eNB and the process is repeated. In the following we will remove the notation indicating the specific agent i, for the sake of simplicity. At each time step, the agent implements a mapping from states to probabilities of selecting each possible action. This mapping is the agent's policy. The objective of each learning process is to find an optimal policy π * (s) ∈ A for each s, to maximize some cumulative measure of the reward r received over time. Almost all RL algorithms are based on estimating a so called value function, which is a function of the states estimating how good it is for an agent to be in a given state. The quantification of this is defined based on the expected future rewards. Of course, the rewards that an agent can expect to receive in the future depend on what actions it will take. As a result, the value of a state s under a policy π, and denoted V π (s), is the expected return when starting in s and following π thereafter.
where E stands for the expectation operator and 0 ≤ γ < 1 is a discount factor. Considering the extreme complexity of the dynamics of the complete wireless cellular environments, where the users move around the scenario according to random mobility models, the channel is affected by path loss, fading and shadowing, and the activity of users is again determined by random processes, we are not able to rely on a model of the environment's dynamic to solve this maximization problem. A solution is then to take advantage of the theory of RL and in particular of the so called TD learning approaches. These kinds of methods are able to learn directly from experience, without a model of the environment's dynamics. Among the literature of TD learning schemes, we pick the AC approach to adjust the downlink transmission power levels of the eNBs surrounding the outage zone, as it is one of the most representative TD schemes and it is not computationally complex. TD learning schemes can be demonstrated to achieve optimal solutions, in stationary scenarios with only one decision maker, even though in practice they have been shown to provide successful results also in multi agent scenarios [12] . Our solution is proposed for a multi-agent system where each agent self adapts based on an AC algorithm and the performances of each eNB are affected by the actions of the others in terms of inter cell interference. We investigate this effect by underlying our multi-agent learning approach to an FFR improved scheduling scheme as defined in section III. This reduces significantly the effect of the inter cell interference in the outage zone, allowing the AC algorithm to operate in orthogonal settings. We will see then in the results, that the absence of interference among agents reduces oscillations in the learning scheme and provides very quick convergence results.
A. Actor Critic (AC)
AC methods are TD methods that have a separate memory structure to represent the policy independently of the value function. The policy structure is known as the actor, since it is used to select the actions, while the estimated value function is known as the critic. The critic learns and critiques whatever policy is currently being followed by the actor and takes the form of a TD error δ, which is used to determine if a t was a good action or not. δ is a scalar signal, which is the output of the critic and drives the learning procedure. After each action selection, the critic evaluates the new state to determine whether things have gone better or worse than expected, as it is defined by the TD error:
where V is the current value function implemented by the critic, to evaluate the action a t taken in s t . If the TD error is positive, it suggests that the tendency to select a t should be strengthened for the future, whereas if the TD error is negative, it suggests the tendency should be weakened. We identify this tendency with a preference function P (s t , a t ), which indicates the tendency or preference to select a certain action in a certain state. Then the strengthening or weakening described above can be implemented by increasing or decreasing P (s t , a t ) by
where β is a positive learning parameter. This is the most simple implementation of a AC algorithm. The variation that we consider for implementation, is to add different weights to different actions, for example based on the probability of selecting action a t in state s t , i.e. π(s t , a t ), which results in the following update rule:
In this implementation, AC directly implements the Boltzmann exploration method to select actions as follows:
This means the probability to select an action a in state s at time t depends on the temperature parameter τ , and on the preference values P (s t , a t ) at time t. In this kind of exploration, actions that seem more promising, because of higher preference values, have a higher probability of being selected.
B. AC in the context of COC
In order to design the AC algorithm to implement the automatic transmission power and antenna tilt adjustment for the COC, in order to mitigate the generated interference and improve the capacity of the zone, we need to define the state and action spaces and the reward function.
• State: The state is defined based on the result of the scheduling scheme, which defines: (1) the allocation of users to RBs (RB 1 , RB 2 , ..., RB R ) to the N users, (2) the values of CQI of each user in the corresponding RB. • Reward: The reward function is defined based on the Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR) of the users as follows:
Where the threshold is set in order to support the lowest Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) [6] . In order to mitigate the intercell interference that the adjustment of the eNB power levels may generate in the outage zone, in each neighbouring cell a certain amount of frequency bandwidth denoted by F = {f 1 , . . . , f c } is reserved for users moving around the outage zone. The learning algorithm is executed every 1msec, so every time that the scheduling is performed and users are allocated. The CQI is obtained from the spectral efficiency (η) provided in [13] . A high level vision of the COC algorithm is given in Figure 2 .
IV. SIMULATION PLATFORM AND SCENARIO
The proposed algorithm has been evaluated on the ns3 LENA platform based on LTE release 10 [10] . In LTE systems each frame has a duration of 10 msec, divided into equally sized Transmission Time Interval (TTI), which have a duration of 1 msec. The granularity of the simulator for resource allocation is the Resource Block Group (RBG). The bandwidth is divided into 180 kHz physical RBs which are grouped in RBG of different size determined as a function of the transmission bandwidth configuration in use [14] . In LENA ns3-model, the eNB physical layer handles the start and end of frames and subframes. Every TTI the UE physical layer sends to the eNB a feedback message with information related to the channel quality for each RB. In order to inform about the resource allocation, the scheduler is in charge of generating the Data Control Indication (DCI) structures, which are transmitted by the eNB to the connected UEs. Based on the tilt angle and/or the power levels selected by the algorithm per RB, the spectral efficiency per user u,
, is mapped onto the corresponding CQI value, using the mapping function reported in [13] , where, Γ depends on the target Bit Error Rate (BER), Γ = −ln(5BER) 1.5 . Once the UE computes these CQI values, the reward function described in Section III can be obtained. The scenario that we set up consists of 4 eNB sites, each one with three sectors, which results in 12 cells, as depicted in Figure 1 . N Users are randomly distributed in the scenario, and after the related traffic session ends, the user appears in another location and starts a new session. The beginning and duration of sessions are based on Poisson scheme. The parameters used in the simulations, for both the cellular scenario and the learning algorithm, are given in Table I . V. RESULTS
The fault to self heal occurs when sector 4 fails to provide service to the associated users, generating a deep outage. We assume a cell outage detection function, which is out of the scope of this paper, has already detected the problem and we focus on the COC solution. Here, the neighbouring cells are in charge of adjusting its power transmission in order to fill the coverage gap. We start analyzing the behavior of a particular user attached to the faulty sector, user 79. We observe that once the COC algorithm starts being operational, the user gets associated to one of the neighbor cells, to which we will refer in the following as the compensating sector. The CQI associated to the user in this moment is zero. As it was explained in Section IV, the scheduling scheme minimizes the interference, which can be generated among compensating sectors, by reserving a certain RBG to user 79. This information is shared with neighbor eNBs through the X2 interface. The performance to determine the capacity of the AC algorithm adjusting both Tx power and antenna tilt to which we refer in the following as AC(p+θ) is compared to the following approaches.
1 The Iterative Water-Filling (IWF) optimal solution formulated in [15] , where taking into account any feasible power allocation, for each RBG, the algorithm calculates the optimal strategy of each eNB, assuming the power allocation of the other eNBs,
where,
where λ is used in order to satisfy the power constraint, h mm,r indicates the link gain between eNB m and the user it serves in RB r, and h km,r is the link gain between eNB k and the user served by eNB m in RB r. 2 Fuzzy logic is proposed in [7] as the driving technique to fill a coverage gap. The authors vary both tilt angle and transmit power, with final values of tilt and flat transmission power of 11.8
• and 31.60 dBm, respectively. 3 The AC algorithm where we compensate the outage by adjusting only the transmission power levels per RB, and which we indicate as AC(p). 4 The same AC algorithm where we compensate the outage by adjusting only the antenna tilt, which we indicate as AC(θ). Figure 3 , depicts the time evolution of the SINR of user 79 since when it is in outage, at the beginning of the simulation, till when it is recovered and correctly associated to the compensating sector. We assume the user is out of outage when its SINR is above the threshold of -6 dB, as explained in the previous section [6] . The behavior followed by the AC(p+θ) scheme is that during the first part of the simulation it learns through interactions with the environment the proper policy to recover the user from outage. After approximately 500 msec the user's SINR is above the threshold and this result is maintained during the rest of the simulation, as the correct policy has been learnt and it can be maintained independently of the variability of the proposed scenario. AC(p) and AC(θ) follow a similar behaviour taking just few msec more to reach the threshold. On the other hand, we observe that the IWF scheme never really recovers the user from the outage, as its driving principle is to maximize the total rate of the agent. In general once the AC algorithm has learnt the proper policy to make decisions, our learning approach provides better results in terms of coverage than the traditional IWF. Figure 4 describes the performance of SINR of users in the scenario. We compare the CDF of the SINR of each user before and after COC actions. The NO COC implementation depicts the performance of each user when COC actions are not taken. Here, the number of users below the threshold is equal to 30%. When COC actions are taken it can be observed that the IWF is available to recover at least 10% of the scenario, similar results can be observed in case of fuzzy logic approach, while the AC approaches provide better results. The AC(p) fails to compensate 5% of users and a comparable performance is achieved by AC(θ). The proposed AC(p+θ) scheme, finally, offers the best results providing, on average, service to 98% of users.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented in this paper a self healing solution for COC, based on a reinforcement learning scheme. We assume a sector in the macrocellular scenario fails to provide service to its associated users, so that neighbor eNBs have to adjust their transmission power levels and electrical tilt in order to extend their coverage and fill the coverage and capacity gap generated by the fault. Due to the complexity of the proposed wireless cellular scenario, where UEs move around in random directions and at random speeds, and the channel is affected by fading and shadowing, as well as path loss, we propose a form of RL, a TD method referred to as AC, to provide a solution to our coverage problem. This kind of algorithm allows to learn from experience and from interactions with the surrounding environment an optimal policy to maximize the reward received by the eNBs over time. In order to avoid the inter-sector interference that can be generated by the surrounding eNBs extending their coverage, the AC algorithm is overlaid to a scheduling approach inspired to the FFR, which allocates a specific bandwidth to the users allocated in the outage zone. This reduces additional intercell interference in the outage zone and oscillations of the multi-agent learning scheme. Performance is evaluated on a ns3 LTE Release 10 platform and in comparison to the fuzzy logic approach and the traditional IWF transmission power allocation approach, which aims at maximizing the capacity of the node implementing it. Results demonstrate the ability of the proposed algorithm to compensate 98% of outage users and to provide them with service, outperforming the referenced benchmark in terms of SINR.
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